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ABSTRACT. In this study, the influence of a material’s plastic properties on 
the crack tip fields and dislocation density behavior is analytically and 
numerically analyzed using the conventional mechanism-based strain-gradient 
plasticity (CMSGP) theory established using the Taylor model. The material 
constitutive equation is implemented in a commercial finite element code by a 
user subroutine, and the crack tip fields are evaluated with novel parameters 
in the form of the intrinsic material length, characterizing the scale over which 
gradient effects become significant. As a consequence of the strain-gradient 
contribution, FE results show a significant increase in the magnitude of the 
stress fields of CMSGP when the material length parameter is considered. It is 
found that the density of geometrically necessary dislocations (GND) is large 
around the crack tip, but it rapidly decreases away from the crack tip. On the 
contrary, the density of statistically stored dislocations (SSD) is not as large as 
geometrically necessary dislocations around the crack tip, but it decreases 
much slower than GND away from the crack tip. A couple effect of material 
work hardening and the crack tip distance is identified.   
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INTRODUCTION   
 
he last quarter of a century witnessed increasing attention being drawn to problems of gradient plasticity. This is 
attributed to the established effects of measuring characteristics on small scales with respect to the structure of the 
material, leading to a sufficient increase in true local stresses. Several experiments, including micro-indentation 
hardness and micro-torsion tests, have shown that metallic materials demonstrate a strong size effect at the micron and 
sub-micron scales. These size effects are attributed to geometrical dislocations induced by non uniform plastic 
deformation and strain gradients. Constitutive models of classical plasticity theories do not take into account the intrinsic 
material lengths, and thus cannot describe size-dependent material behavior at the micron scale. Fleck and Hutchinson 
[1,2] and Fleck et al. [3] developed a phenomenological gradient theory of the plasticity of materials and structures whose 
dimensions control plastic deformation, in the range of approximately a tenth of a micron to tens of microns. They have 
been applied to numerous problems where strain gradient effects are expected to play significant roles in the behavior of 
the material, including in the analysis of stress fields at the crack tip (Huang et al.[4,5], Xia and Hutchinson [6]). To enable 
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dimensional matching, characteristic length l was introduced to scale the components of the rotational gradient of coupled 
stresses (Fleck and Hutchinson,[1], Fleck et al., [3]). This length scale was considered as an internal parameter of the 
material structure associated with the dislocation density. 
An analysis by Nix and Gao [7] partially elucidated the property embodied by the characteristic length l of the material, 
introduced by Fleck and Hutchinson [1] and indicated the need to further refine the gradient theory of plasticity by an 
experimental law based on an analysis of the dominant deformation mechanisms. Nix and Gao [7] used the Taylor model 
to clarify the relationship between the shear strength and dislocation density of a material and identified a characteristic 
parameter of the material structure, which was introduced in the original formulation of the theory of gradient plasticity 
by Fleck and Hutchinson [1,2]. Subsequently, Gao et al. [8] supplemented the formulation which is referred to as the 
mechanism-based theory of strain gradient plasticity (MSG), where the characteristic length of the material structure 
corresponds to the scale at which the effects of the gradients are comparable with the strain values. In the presence of a 
large strain gradient, the total dislocation density is considered as the sum of the statistical and geometric components. 
The MSG theory is an attempt to establish the relationship between continuum mechanics and material science. This 
relationship is realized through fundamental length scales, which are combinations of elasticity and plasticity constants in 
combination with the Burgers vector. 
Recently, Huang et al. [9] presented a simplified formulation of the gradient theory of plasticity by eliminating high-order 
terms associated with rotational components, naming the formulation the conventional mechanism-based strain gradient 
(CMSG) plasticity theory. It is likewise based on the Taylor dislocation model and preserves the structure of the classical 
J2 theory of plasticity. In the past two decades, applications of the CMSG gradient plasticity theory were subject to intense 
development to solve problems of fracture mechanics. The finite element analysis showed that the stress level in the 
dominant gradient plasticity zone is two to three times higher than in the classical HRR field, and the stress singularity is 
higher than 1/2, indicating that stresses are more singular than not in the HRR solution as well as in the classical solution 
with elastic stress intensity factors [10-12]. Martínez-Pañeda et al. [12-16] quantitatively determined the ratio between the 
parameters of the material and the physical length at which gradient effects significantly increase stresses at the crack tip. 
The plasticity at the crack tip is found to be suppressed when the characteristic Taylor parameter of the material structure 
is of the order of the size of the plastic zone, which is determined by the elastic stress intensity factor.  
Gao and Huang [17] paid attention on the role of geometrically necessary dislocations in the development of continuum 
plasticity theories with an intrinsic material length scale. Following to this work, the purpose of our study is to investigate 
the crack tip dislocation behavior in CMSG plasticity. 
 
 
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL MECHANISM-BASED STRAIN GRADIENT PLASTICITY 
 
he conventional theory of mechanism-based strain gradient plasticity (CMSG) developed by Huang et al. [9] is 
employed in the present study owing to the following reasons. Several authors have asserted that strain gradient 
plasticity theories can be classified into higher-order and lower-order theories. The first framework involves 
higher-order stress and therefore requires more boundary conditions; it includes the theory of mechanism-based strain 
gradient (MSG) plasticity established using the Taylor dislocation model. The second framework involves lower-order 
theories, such as the conventional theory of mechanism-based strain gradient plasticity (CMSG), which does not include a 
higher-order stress, where the strain gradient effect comes into play via the incremental plastic module. This is also based 
on the Taylor dislocation model, where the plastic strain gradient appears only in the constitutive model, and the 
equilibrium equations and boundary conditions are the same as those in conventional continuum theories. 
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where ref is a reference stress in uniaxial tension 
 








and f is a nondimensional function of plastic strain determined from the uniaxial stress-strain curve, which for most 
ductile materials can be written as a power law relation 
 
    Np p yf E    .                    (3) 
 
In Eqns. (1–3),y denotes the initial yield stress, and N is the plastic work hardening exponent (0 N <1). 
The CMSG plasticity is based on the Taylor (1938) dislocation model 
 
b   ,                       (4) 
 
where  is the shear flow stress,  is the shear modulus, b the Burgers vector,  is an empirical coefficient ranging from 
0.3 to 0.5, and  is the dislocation density. The dislocation density  is composed of the density S for statistically stored 
dislocations (SSDs), which accumulate by trapping each other in a random manner, and density G  for geometrically 
necessary dislocations (GNDs), which are required for compatible deformation of various parts of the material, i.e., 
 
S G    .                      (5) 
 
The SSD density is related to the flow stress and the material stress-strain curve in uniaxial tension 
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where r  is the Nye factor, which is around 1.90 for face-centered-cubic polycrystals. The measure of the effective plastic 
strain gradient P was reported by Gao et al. [8] in the form of three quadratic invariants of the plastic strain gradient 
tensor to represent P, and the coefficients were determined by three models of GNDs, i.e., 
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where Pij  is the tensor of the plastic strain rate. 
The tensile flow stress is related to the shear stress by 
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Because the plastic strain gradient P vanishes in uniaxial tension, the density S for SSDs is described by Eqn. (6), and the 
flow stress becomes 
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is the intrinsic material length in the strain gradient plasticity based on parameters of elasticity (shear modulus ), plasticity 
(reference stress ref), and atomic spacing (Burgers vector b). For metallic materials, the internal material length is indeed 
on the order of microns, consistent with the estimate by Fleck and Hutchinson [2]. 
To avoid the uses of higher-order stresses, Huang et al. [9] proposed a viscoplastic formulation of the CMSG plasticity in 
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where e is the effective stress, ij   is the deviatoric strain rate, and m is the rate-sensitivity exponent. Notably, Huang et al. 
[9] compared CMSG with the higher-order theory of mechanism-based strain gradient plasticity (Gao et al.,[8]) established 
from the same Taylor dislocation model. The stress distributions predicted by the lower and higher-order theories are only 
different within a thin boundary layer, whose thickness is approximately 10nm. CMSG, along with other continuum 
plasticity theories must have lower limits and cannot be applied down to the nanometer scale. This is because the 
continuum plasticity theories represent the collective behavior of discrete dislocations, and therefore the strain gradient 
effects are significant at a scale larger than the average dislocation spacing, such that continuum plasticity is still applicable. 
This lower limit, however, is not a fixed constant, and it may vary for different materials. However, such a lower limit 
exists, below which CMSG and other continuum plasticity theories are not applicable. There is no upper limit of CMSG, 




SUBJECT  FOR  CONSIDERATION  AND  LOADING  CONDITIONS  FOR  NUMERICAL  FEM  ANALYSES 
 
he geometry considered in this study is the compact tension (CT) specimen. The CT configuration is applied 
conventionally for the numerical and experimental studies in fracture mechanics. The load is prescribed by 
imposing a displacement on the pins. We model the contact between the pins and the specimen by using a surface 
to surface contact algorithm with finite sliding (Fig.1).  
The principal feature of our study is the evaluation of coupling material properties and strain gradient plasticity effects. To 
this end, the wide range of plastic work hardening exponent N for the elastic-plastic solids at a specified value of the 
intrinsic material length parameter l, have been used in our calculations. In the numerical results to be considered, the 
comparative analysis is based on assuming different values of the normalized, remotely applied elastic stress intensity 
factor (SIF) 1 YK l . Different pure Mode I loading conditions are obtained for considered configuration by 
combinations of the nominal stress level and the initial crack length. In the following, stresses ij  are normalized by the 
yield stress Y  in uniaxial tension, while the distance r to the crack tip is normalized by the internal material length l in 
CMSG plasticity. It must be pointed out that the internal material length l has been used to normalize r and K1, and this 
intrinsic material length parameter enters the constitutive equation for dimensional consistency. The value of l can be 
obtained by fitting micro-scale experiments and typically ranges between 1 μm and 10 μm. The CMSGP model recovers 
the conventional plasticity solution when l = 0. The crack faces for considered subject remain traction-free. The elastic 
stress intensity factor, K1, of the remotely applied field increases monotonically, such that there is no unloading. 
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Figure 1: Compact tension specimen. 
 
The numerical results for the CT specimen presented in this study concern the following sets of loading conditions and 
material properties: /Y E =0.002, plastic work hardening exponents are N = 0.1, 0.2;  the intrinsic material lengths is l = 
5 μm, external applied loads are 1 1 YK K l  = 10.87, 21.73 and the Poissons' ratio is  = 0.3.  
Unlike the higher-order theory of mechanism-based strain gradient plasticity, CMSG is a lower-order theory, which does 
not involve a higher-order stress, such that its governing equations are essentially the same as those in classical plasticity 
theories. Existing finite element programs can be easily modified to incorporate the plastic strain gradient effect. The 
framework presented in Section 2 is numerically implemented by using the ANSYS program [18]. Specifically, we 
implemented the constitutive relations (Eqns.1,12,13) of CMSG in the finite element program ANSYS via its USER-
MATERIAL subroutine UMAT. It only differs from classical plasticity in that the plastic strain gradient must be evaluated 
in UMAT. Fortran modules are used to store the plastic strain components across the Gaussian integration points, and the 
plastic strain gradient is computed by numerical differentiation within the element. This is accomplished by interpolating 
the plastic strain increment εp within each element via the values at Gaussian integration points in isoparametric space, and 




Figure 2: Crack tip finite element mesh. 
 
We model an CT specimen (Fig.1) of width W = 50 mm and initial crack length a0= 23.65 mm. In the finite element 
models, an initial crack tip is defined as a notch with finite curvature radius  = 0.06m. With the aim of accurately 
characterizing the influence of the strain gradient, a highly refined mesh is used near the crack tip. After a mesh sensitivity 
analysis, the size of the elements is on the order 5 nm; the typical number of quadrilateral quadratic plane strain elements 
 




is approximately 550 000. As shown in Fig. 2, a very refined mesh is used near the crack tip to accurately capture the 
influence of plastic strain gradients. Efforts are made to ensure that the elements have an aspect ratio close to one. Mesh 
refinement and a comparison of different elements can ensure that the numerical results are accurate. 
 
 
NUMERICAL  RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION 
 
The compact tension specimen is analyzed by the two-dimensional plane strain finite element method. Fig. 3 shows the 
effective stress e /Y, normalized by the uniaxial yield stress Y, versus the nondimensional distance to the crack tip, r/l, 
ahead of the crack tip predicted by CMSG theory, where l is the internal material length in the strain gradient plasticity. 
The remotely applied stress intensity factors depict the CT specimen 1K =10.87 and 1K =21.73, while the plastic work 
hardening exponents are N =0.2 and 0.4. The corresponding stress distribution in the classical HRR plasticity (without 
strain gradient effects) is also shown in Fig. 3. and the horizontal line of 1eqv Y    represents plastic yielding. For the 
specified value of l =5m, the above result indicates that the strain gradient effects are significant within a zone of 
approximately 0.3r/l. This is in agreement with the Xia and Hutchinson’s [6] estimate of the size of dominance zone for 
the asymptotic and Jiang et al. [10] numerical crack tip fields in strain gradient plasticity. Once the distance to the crack tip 
is less than 0.3r/l, the effective stress predicted by CMSG plasticity increases considerably more rapidly than its 
counterpart in conventional HRR plasticity, which is dependent on the applied stress intensity factor level 1K  and the 
plastic work hardening exponent N value. At a relatively small remote stress intensity factor 1K =10.87, the equivalent 
stress accounting for the strain gradient effect is approximately five times higher and more than that in classical plasticity.  
 
 
Figure 3: Effective stress distributions at crack tip in CT specimen. 
 
           
                                                                      a)                                                                                 b) 
Figure 4: Comparison SSD and GND behavior versus crack tip distance as a function of work hardening exponent N.  
 




Figs. 4a and b show the distributions of the densities ρG and ρS of geometrically necessary dislocations and statistically 
stored dislocations as a function of the nondimensional crack tip distance r/l ahead of the crack tip at polar angle   = 0. 
Here ρS and ρG are related to the uniaxial stress-plastic strain relation and the effective plastic strain gradient and by 
  2PS ref f M b        and  PG r b  , according to Eqns.(6) and (7), respectively. It can be seen in Fig. 4 that 
the density ρG of geometrically necessary dislocations is large around the crack tip, but it rapidly decreases away from the 
crack tip. On the contrary, the density ρS of statistically stored dislocations is not as large as ρG around the crack tip, but it 
decreases much slower than ρG away from the crack tip. This suggests that both ρS and ρG are important near the crack tip, 
which is consistent with the conclusion established from Fig. 3 that the significant increase in stress near the crack tip is 
due to the geometrically necessary dislocations. 
 
              
               a)                                                                            b) 
 Figure 5: (a) SSD and (b) GND density radial distributions for different loading conditions and plastic material properties. 
 
Figs. 5a and b provides a separate comparison ahead of the crack tip distributions of the densities ρG and ρS of 
geometrically necessary dislocations and statistically stored dislocations for different loading conditions and plastic 
material properties described by applied stress intensity factors level 1K  and the plastic work hardening exponent N value. 
As expected, the dislocation density increases with increasing SIF 1K , with higher densities corresponding to a more 
ductile material at N=0.2. Once the distance to the crack tip is less than 0.01r/l, the statistically stored dislocations (SSD) 
density ρS predicted by CMSG plasticity rapidly increases (Fig.5a), while the density ρG of geometrically necessary 
dislocations (GND) is monotonously decreases away from the crack tip (Fig.5b). 
 
      
            a)                                                                               b) 
Figure 6: Contour plots of dislocation densities (a) SSD and (b) GND. 
 
Figs. 6a and b show the contour plots of the densities ρS and ρG of statistically stored dislocations and geometrically 
necessary dislocations as a function of the specified the crack tip distance values that is normalized by the internal material 
length l . Dimension plots of  can be shown by considering 𝑥  cos 𝜃 and 𝑦  sin 𝜃. First, Fig. 6 shows the angular 
 




stress variations at different r/l values. Angular plots are shown for four different dimensionless values of the crack tip 
distance ranging from 0.04 to 0.72. The applied stress intensity factor is 1 10.87K  , the intrinsic parameter value is l =5 
m, and the plastic work hardening exponents is N =0.2. In Fig.6a, the angular statistically stored dislocations densities ρS 
distributions show a very small sensitivity to the crack tip distance. Fig. 6b shows how the contour plots of the 
geometrically necessary dislocations densities ρG change shape and decrease in size with a gradual increase in the crack tip 
distance r/l.  
 
        
                  a)                                                                            b) 
Figure 7: Comparison of contour plots for SSD and GND densities. 
 
Recall that Fig. 3 shows that strain gradient effects become important within a dominated zone at the distance ranging 
from 0.003(r/l) to 0.3(r/l) of the crack tip, depending on the strain hardening exponent. Therefore, it is useful to analyze 
behavior of the dislocation density within this dominated zone.  To this end Fig.7 represents a comparison of the contour 
plots of the SSD and GND densities ρS and ρG as a function of the dimensionless crack tip distance r/l. In Fig.7a the 
dislocation density distribution within a small distance to the crack tip r/l≤ 0.12 indicates that the density ρG of GND 
around a crack tip is significantly larger than the density ρS of SSDs along all contours. This is because the strain gradient 
becomes more singular than the strain near the crack tip and dominates the contribution to the flow stress. However, as it 
follows from Fig.7b, when as r/l gets larger than 0.1 the effect of the plastic strain gradients leads to situation when the 
densities ρS and ρG of statistically stored dislocations and geometrically necessary dislocations being the same order of 
magnitude. Interestingly, the results shown in Fig. 7b,  indicates that in the plane ahead of the crack tip (𝜃 0∘) the 
density ρS of SSD is larger than the density ρG  GNDs.  
 
 
   
             a)                                                                                    b) 
Figure 8: Contour plots of GND densities as a function of plastic work hardening exponent and crack tip distance. 
 




The sensitivity of the angular geometrically necessary dislocations density distributions to the plastic material properties is 
investigated in Fig. 8. The calculated angular distributions of the GND density ρG are plotted in Fig. 8 for plastic work 
hardening exponents of N = 0.2 and 0.4 for the dimensionless crack tip distance r/l = 0.04 and 0.12. The applied stress 
intensity factor is 1 10.87K  , the intrinsic parameter value is l =5 m. Figs. 8a and b show that the difference between 
the contour plots in strain-gradient plasticity is significant, especially for N =0.2, and this difference gradually disappears 
with an increase in the degree of hardening in the order of transition from plasticity to elasticity. Focusing on the CMSG 
plasticity results, it is evident that the dislocation density behavior at the crack tip is the result of the combined influence 
of plastic strain gradients and plastic material properties of the material. The comparison of these the GND density ρG 
variations to each other as a function of the radial coordinate r/l conform very strong sensitivity to the crack tip distance, 
in agreement with expectations. 
During the past two decades it is found that, conventional plasticity lacks an intrinsic length scale and hence cannot 
predict the size effects observed in experiments. Therefore, it was pointed out the importance of the mesoscale plasticity 
concepts based on the Taylor model of dislocation hardening and the need to develop a strain gradient plasticity theory 
with an intrinsic material length scale. This is a significant challenge and should be collectively tackled by wide spread both 
experimental and numerical investigations. The analysis of the SSD and GND densities ρS and ρG contributions according 
to the flow stress constitutive Eqn. (10) presented in this study defines the interrelated participation of a set of governing 
parameters such as N, l, r/l and 1K  in achieving the general effect of increasing stresses within the framework of the 





s a consequence of the strain-gradient contribution, FE results show a significant increase in the magnitude and 
the extent of the difference between the crack tip stress fields of CMSGP and conventional HRR theories when 
the material length parameter is considered. The stress level in this field is three or more times higher than that in 
the HRR field within a zone on the order of microns around the crack tip. The contour plots of the dislocation densities 
clearly indicate that both geometrically necessary dislocations and statistically stored dislocations are important around the 
crack tip. The strain gradient effect associated with geometrically necessary dislocations is responsible for the significant 
stress increase around the crack tip. The sensitivity of the considered parts of dislocation densities to the coupled effects 
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